
 

Factory Bulk Wholesale High Quality Red Copper Baking
Canele Mold Cannele Baking Tin Cup Mini Chocolate Cupcake
Cake Tin Mould
 

Main features of small copper canele mold canele tin cake mould
 

1. Superior Heat Conductivity: These Red Copper Canele Molds are crafted with high-quality copper
material, renowned for its excellent heat conductivity. This ensures even and consistent heat distribution
throughout the baking process, resulting in perfectly golden and caramelized canele cakes.

2. Non-Stick Coating: The canele molds feature a premium non-stick coating that allows for effortless
release of your baked treats. Say goodbye to frustrating sticking and crumbling, as the non-stick surface
ensures easy removal, preserving the intricate details and shapes of your canele cakes.

3. Durable and Long-Lasting: Made from sturdy copper material, these molds are built to last. The high-
quality construction ensures resistance to warping and bending, providing you with a reliable and long-
lasting baking companion. The molds can withstand high temperatures and repeated use without losing
their shape or performance.

4. Classic Design: Tsingbuy cake mould manufacturer make the canele molds in classic design, adding
a touch of elegance to your kitchen and baking endeavors. The sleek copper exterior not only enhances
their aesthetic appeal but also promotes efficient heat distribution, resulting in perfectly baked canele
cakes with a delightful crispy exterior and soft interior.

5. Versatile Baking Tool: These molds are not limited to canele cakes alone. They can also be used to
create a variety of other delightful treats, including mini bundt cakes, muffins, custards, and more. Their
versatile nature makes them a valuable addition to any baking enthusiast's collection, allowing for endless
creative possibilities in the kitchen.

Invest in these Red Copper Canele Molds to elevate your baking experience and achieve professional-
quality results every time. Enjoy the convenience of non-stick coating, the durability of copper
construction, and the versatility of a multipurpose baking tool. Whether you're a seasoned baker or just
starting, these molds will surely become your go-to choice for creating delectable canele cakes and more.

 
Product images of small copper canele mold canele tin cake mould
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Detachable-Aluminum-Square-Cake-Mould-Bundt-Pan-Tube-Pan.html










 
 
More types of cake moulds from Tsingbuy bakeware manufacturer
Tsingbuy copper canele mold factory also provides wholesale of round, square, rectangle, heart-shaped
cake  baking  pans,  as  well  as  special  baking  molds  for  bundt  cake,  chiffon  cake,  springform cake,  angel
cake  etc.  There  are  hundreds  of  different  cake  molds  in  various  designs  and  sizes.If  there  is  no  one
meeting your needs, we also provide custom design and manufacturing service. ODM&OEM service is one
of our biggest strength. 
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Main products

Besides wholesale cannele moulds, we also provide commercial bakery bakeware, including baking
sheet pan, baguette pan, bread loaf pan, industrial cupcake pan, bakery trolley etc. Whenever you
are in the market for bakery supplies, coming to us is a best choice. 





 
 
 
 
 


